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ABSTRACT:

Dire headlines questioning the value of a liberal arts education regularly appear in the U.S.
media. Criticism of the high costs of college and condemnation of “frivolous” courses like
philosophy or art history have become commonplace. Similar attitudes are prevalent in China
and much of the rest of the world, where students typically specialize earlier, and education is
more focused on career preparation. But, the fact is, the world is constantly changing.
Technology is rendering old jobs obsolete. Few people end their careers doing exactly what
they trained for. Done effectively, a liberal arts education equips graduates with precisely what
they need – the creativity and lifelong learning skills necessary to change with the world. After a
brief overview of some of the challenges of delivering a 21st-century liberal arts education
effectively, the focus will be on the implications of three of these challenges for DKU as it
launches its new undergraduate program in China:
1.

Faculty Development. An effective 21st-century liberal arts curriculum incorporates high

impact practices such as active pedagogies, collaborative work, undergraduate research, and
community-based learning – practices that the faculty themselves may not have been exposed
to in their own educations.

2.

Inclusion. An effective liberal arts education produces globally conscious citizens who

respect those from different backgrounds and cultures. How can a welcoming, inclusive
atmosphere that supports the needs of a diverse population be cultivated?
3.

Assessment. Every liberal arts institution has its own distinctive mission and must design

appropriate means of assessment to ensure it is achieving its goals. How can assessment data
be gathered and used effectively to improve learning outcomes and implement innovative
change?
The presentation will conclude by highlighting three opportunities for DKU.
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